Myth: FSU cannot hold me accountable for my actions on Facebook.

Fact: FSU will hold you accountable for your academic conduct on Facebook whether you are an active or passive member of a group where answers are being shared.

Myth: Students decide which assignments they should collaborate on.

Fact: Instructors decide what assignments students can collaborate on and do so for specific reasons.

Myth: It’s okay to share answers to individual assignments and quizzes on Facebook.

Fact: If you aren’t authorized to collaborate on an assignment or a test, sharing answers is wrong no matter where it happens - Facebook, email, face-to-face conversations, etc.

Myth: I can trust the “friends” I meet in class-related Facebook groups not to reveal my cheating.

Fact: Students are expected to report all violations of the Academic Honor Policy to the instructor.

Fact: Students are expected to report all violations of the Academic Honor Policy to the instructor.